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Lowest dominant mode vs Beam number
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For indirect drive ICF targets, a compromise has to be found between
sufficient symmetry of X-ray deposition on the capsule and high enough
energy transfer to the capsule.

However, these two requirements work against each other. Nevertheless,
it could be concluded that the design space for practicable targets is real,
but not large.

X-ray source asymmetries can be remarkably symmetrized in a hohlraum
target, the effect of which strongly depends on the three factors:

(1) target
     structure   - how small is the capsule compared with the cavity?
(2) re-emission
     coefficient  - how many times can photons circulate in the cavity?
(3) x-ray source
     configuration  - how many sources are properly located in the cavity?

RADIATION SYMMETRIZATION IN HOHLRAUM TARGETS



Different irradiation schemes for indirectly driven HIF
- History of designs to kill low mode asymmetries -

But those are for spherical fuel pellets!!
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Cone shell target

X-ray image of the 
compressed fuel plasma

Efficiently compressed core can be generated even
by nonuniform implosion

Those experimental results have been 
published in Nature (2001 & 2003).



Laser condition

Wavelength：0.53mm

Energy ： 6kJ (Gaussian, on target, center
focused)

Ray-trace :  1 - D ( radial direction)

computational grids：300（i- direction)ｘ280（j -
direction）

Numerical simulation of cone-guided implosion
using 2D radiation-hydro simulation code “PINOCO”

Shell Target：CH　
8mm

axial symmetry

gold cone
・30 degree

250mm

i
j

PINOCO
• 2 temperature plasma

– Hydro ALE-CIP method

• Thermal transport
– flux limited type Spiter-Harm
– Implicit (9 point-ILUBCG)

• Radiation transport
– multi-group diffusion approximation
– Implicit (9 point-ILUBCG)
– Opacity, Emissivity (LTE, CRE)

• Laser energy
– 1-D ray-trace

• EOS
– Tomas-Fermi
– Cowan



time dependence of angular average rR
in gold cone-guided implosion (GXII scale CH target)

In the spherical implosion, the shell target
was　rebound after the maximum
compression at 2.285 ns.
In non-spherical implosion case, however,
the shell continued to be imploded due to
the shifted hot spot. As the result, the
average rR reached maximum at 2.310
ns, and the value becomes 40% larger
than that of the spherical case.



 So far we have long pursued such a illumination system
that a critical rule-of-thumb　root-mean-square non-
uniformity is set around 1 %.

However, the experimental and simulation results on
asymmetric implosions press us to alter the uniformity
criterion that we have stuck to.

This in turn implies that the impact ignition target may
allow us different illumination condition  and beam
options beyond standard parameters.



Advantages of Impact Ignition

(1) Simple Physics

(2) High Efficiency

(3) High Robustness

(4) High Gain

(5) Low Cost

(6) No need for PW Laser



Impact Ignition can be designed in other illumination schemes

Laser Direct
Laser Indirect

HIB Indirect





Hydrodynamic Efficiency



Scaling laws for laser-driven ablation



Design Window for Laser and Target Parameters

0.95 £ hh / hh max £1 0.15 £ ˜ M £ 0.35

0.085 £ Ia15 lL
2 £ 0.50

lL = 0.35 mm 0.69 £ Ia15 £ 4.1

68 £ Pa (Mbar) £ 220

3.0 £ ra (g / cm3) £ 6.0 (as = 5)

0.97 £ b £ 1.9
fi

fi



High isentrope suppresses Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

g RT = kg /(1+ kL) - 3kva

R0 ≥ R ≥ R0 / 2

  G ≡ g RTÚ dt = l /(1+ dlDR / R) - 3l(R / DR)(1- ˜ M )

G = ln 103
  l = 2pR / DR

R / DR £ 95

171as
-3 / 5 £ R / DR £ 387as

-3 / 5 3 £ as £ 6

Under constant acceleration for

fi

fi



In indirect scheme, it is hard to achieve high
implosion velocities for the ignitor shell

Implosion velocity: vimp = ccC -J ln (M0 / M)

Sound speed: cC- J =
(Z + 1)kBT

Amp

T = 300 eV, c ª 1.5, (Z +1) / A ª 1/ 2If we assume

Remaining mass:

vimp = 3 ¥ 107 cm / s fi M / M0 = 19.0%

vimp = 6 ¥107 cm / s fi M / M0 = 3.5%

Feasible

Very hard!



Direct drive for the igniter shell has much higher
potential to achieve Impact Ignition than indirect drive

Advantages:

(1) Laser pulse shape and irradiation timing can be rather
freely designed.

(2) With high specific deposition power, the exhaust
velocity and thus the implosion velocity is quite
controllable.

(3) Experiment can be conducted under orthodox laser
systems (Gekko XII) with no special know-how for the
target fabrication and optical design and operation.



Summary

• A totally new ignition scheme, Impact
Ignition, has been proposed.

• Impact Ignition has very attractive features.

• Major breakthrouh expected in future
experiments is to demonstrate high
implosion velocities at low isentropes.


